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Abstract
In thisworkwederive a lower bound for theminimumtime required to implement a target unitary
transformation through a classical time-dependentfield in a closedquantumsystem.Thebounddepends
on the target gate, the strengthof the internalHamiltonian and the highest permitted controlfield
amplitude. Thesefindings reveal someproperties of the reachable set of operations, explicitly analyzed for
a single qubit.Moreover, for fully controllable systems,we identify a lower bound for the time atwhich all
unitary gates become reachable.Weuse numerical gate optimization inorder to study the tightness of the
obtainedbounds. It is shown that in the single qubit case our analyticalfindings describe the relationship
between the highest controlfield amplitude and theminimumevolution time remarkablywell. Finally,
wediscuss both challenges andways forward for obtaining tighter bounds for higher dimensional
systems, offering adiscussion about themathematical formand the physicalmeaningof the bound.
1. Introduction
Future and present quantum technologies, as well as experiments in highly sensitive quantum systems, require a
fine degree of control over the considered system. In particular, the preparation of states and the
implementation of quantumgates for quantum information processing tasks both critically rely on highfidelity
quantumoperations. It is vital to be able to implement such operations as accurately as possible with the
available control resources, while also operating on a time scale significantly below the typical decoherence time
scale of the system employed. Quantumcontrol, which is primarily focused on the task of ‘steering’ a quantum
system towards a desired target by using suitably tailored classicalfields [1, 2], has successfully been applied to a
broad class of quantum systems for disparate purposes. Diverse applications include: driving chemical reactions
[3], entangling spin qubits in nitrogen vacancy centers [4] and noisefiltering [5]. In general, much attention has
been drawn to two aspects of quantum control theory, (i) the identification of the operations/states that can be
implemented/prepared, and (ii) the calculation of corresponding pulses. Regarding (i), the Lie theoretic
approach, sometimes referred to as geometric quantum control theory, expresses the questions of reachability
within the framework of Lie groups and Lie algebras [6–8]. The frequently employed Lie algebra rank criterion
[9] is a powerful tool which facilitates the determination of the reachable operations or states for a given
quantum system steered by classical control fields.When it comes to the determination of the control fields (ii),
both numerical and analytical tools are used. The deployment of optimal control theory [6, 10], which is based
on the Pontryaginmaximumprinciple, can efficientlymaximize thefidelity for reaching a desired target.
Typically this is done by numerically optimizing a given cost functional, sometimes subject to additional
constraints, with a gradient based search [11–14].
While both the aforementioned aspects of quantum control have been extensively studied,much less
attention has been devoted to understanding either the relevant time scales or the properties of the control fields
necessary to implement a given target. In various studies [15–21] lower bounds (known as quantum speed limits,
orQSL), which characterize how fast a quantum system can evolve from an initial state to some final target state
have been established for closed, finite dimensional systems. Additionally theQSL has been studied for
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implementing a two qubit gate using ultracold atoms in an optical potential [22]. In later works, these bounds
have been extended to open systems [23–27].Moreover, based on Lieb–Robinson bounds, speed limits for
quantum information tasks such as the creation of entanglement were recently established [28]. In the closed
system case, it has been shown that, for specific examples such limits can be reached by searching for control
pulses using optimal control theory [29, 30].We remark here that this is a rather special case, while typically the
standardQSL bounds are not tight when used for time dependent control systems, whichwill be discussed in
section 3.1.
In cases inwhich the control fields are unconstrained, theminimum time (minimized over all pulses which
implement a desired gate) to implement a target unitary transformation can be calculated analytically for simple
models [30–33].Moreover, extensive numerical studies have been carried out tofind theminimumgate time for
more complex systems [34, 35]. However,finding the shortest possible control pulses in general remains
challenging. It is broadly equivalent tofinding geodesics of Randers type Finslermetrics on either (special)
unitary groups or complex projective spaces for the tasks of implementing gates or preparing states, respectively
[36–40]. Other approaches also exist including brachistochrone equations [41], however as of yet these can only
be addressed by numerical approaches and they are not geometrically intrinsic rendering analytical solutions
harder to obtain.
In light of the difficulty offinding general solutions to time optimal quantum control problems, it is
desirable to establish lower bounds drawing on asmuch information as possible in order to obtain first
estimates. In particular, the effects of a constrained control field, the strength of the internalHamiltonian and
the choice of the target gate upon theminimum time are physically important and relatively unexplored.
Although detailed studies for qubit systems exist [42–45], the characterization of the reachable set of operations
as a function of the evolution time and constraints on either or both of the control field and the ‘internal’
Hamiltonian alsowarrants further investigation.
The purpose of this article is twofold. Thefirst objective is to address the aforementioned questions, while in
a second stepwewill discuss the obstacles to obtainingmore accurate bounds onminimumgate times.We
emphasize that the standardQSL’s, which are typically formulated for time independent systems, only depend
on the geometry of the systemsHilbert space, whereas herewe seek aQSL that is system and control dependent.
The results serve as first estimates towards controlling complex quantum systemswith feasible and robust pulses
on an appropriate time scale. Throughout this workwe consider systems described by aHamiltonian of the form
= +( ) ( ) ( )H t H f t H , 1c0
where f (t) is the control field andH0 andHc are the drift and controlHamiltonians respectively. Based on simple
arguments, particularly an inequality from [36], we derive for (1) a lower bound,
+   
( ) ( )
∣ ∣
( )C U H
H
C U H
f H
T
, ,
, 2
g c g
c0
0
max
for the timeT required to implement a target unitary operationUg. The quantities ( )C U H,g c and ( )C U H,g 0
depend on the target gate, the eigenbasis of the control and the driftHamiltonian respectively, and the dimension
of the quantum systembeing considered (see equations (8) and (9)); fmax is themaximumpermitted control
field amplitude. Since the bound depends on the target gate, for a given systemwe can further characterize the set
of unitary operations which are not reachable for a fixed f T,max and   H H, c0 .We subsequently establish a
lower bound for the timeTc inwhich all gates become reachable as a corollary of this observation. Numerical
gate optimization using gradient ascent pulse engineering (GRAPE) is used in order to study the tightness of the
obtained bounds. For a single qubit, we show that optimal control theory allows us to operate at the boundary
(similar to a Pareto front) of the viable region in theT f, max plane defined by (2). Finally, we discuss challenges to
obtaining boundswhich are tighter for higher dimensional systems, and further offer a discussion about the
nature of the obtained bound (2).
2. Bound on theminimumgate time
We start by considering the following control system
= - =˙ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )U t H t U t Ui , 0 , 3
on the unitary group ( )U d consisting of unitary d×dmatrices. Throughout this article we set  = 1.We study
HamiltoniansH(t) of form (1), inwhich the control field enters in a bilinearway, typically known as the dipole
approximation in chemical physics and as affine bi-linear control on Lie groups in themathematics community
[46].We further denote the set of gates, which can be reached at any time by some specific control field by. It is
well known that the closure of the reachable set is equal to the Lie group Le with = ( )L H HLie i , i c0 being the
dynamical Lie algebra that is generated by iterated commutators and (real) linear combinations of the drift and
the controlHamiltonian [6]. The system is said to be fully controllable iff = ( )L u d (or ( )su d for traceless
2
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Hamiltonians), where ( )u d is the Lie algebra of skew-Hermitianmatrices. Equivalently, for a fully controllable
system every unitary goal gate Î ( )U U dg can be implemented arbitrarily well [6]. Remarkably, this is true for
almost all (all but a set ofmeasure zero) control systemof the form (1) [7, 47]. For amore detailed introduction
into quantum control theory and its terminologywe refer to [6–8]. The dynamical Lie algebra is a powerful tool
allowing one to identify the operations that can be implementedwithin a given control system.However, it does
not reveal anything about howmuch time is needed in order to implement a specific target, neither does it say
anything about the strength of the corresponding control field(s). Intuitively onewould expect that if the
strength of the control or the drift Hamiltonian decreases, then the time or the control field amplitudemust
correspondingly increase depending on the gate wewant to implement. Inwhat followswe verify this intuition
by establishing the lower bound (2).
Using the triangle inequality, one can show that for two unitary operators ( )U T1 and ( )U T2 , which are
solutions to the Schödinger equation at timeT, the inequality [36] (see appendix A for a derivation),
 ò- -   ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )U T U T H t H t td 4T1 2
0
1 2
holds for any unitarily invariant normwith ( )H t1 and ( )H t2 being theHamiltonians corresponding to the two
trajectories ( )U t1 and ( )U t2 respectively. Now, let = +( ) ( )H t H f t Hc1 0 and =( ) ( )H t f t Hc2 such that
a= -( ) ( ( ) )U T T Hexp i c2 and =( )U T Ug1 is the solution to (1)which implements the desired target and
òa =( ) ( )T f t tdT0 is the integrated control field.We assume here that the target gate can be implemented by
the given control system, i.e., ÎUg , andwe further note that any corresponding control field is not necessarily
unique. There can existmultiple different pulse shapes driving the system to the same target evolution for a given
final timeT. Roughly speaking, equation (4), instantiatedwith the above choice forU1 andU2, yields a
description of howmuch the drift Hamiltonian is ‘needed’ in order to reach a gate.We note that a similar
separation has been suggested in [21] by constructing an observable that commutes withH0. However, the speed
limit in [21] applies only to state-to-state transfer and it captures only the effect of constrained control fields and
fails to characterize the role of the strength of the drift Hamiltonian. In the followingwe derive a speed limit for
implementing a unitary transformation that explicitly incorporates the strength of the driftHamiltonian, as well
themaximumcontrol field amplitude.We beginwith the above choice forU1 andU2 in order to obtain a speed
limit that depends on the strength of the drift Hamiltonian. Afterwards, we choseU1 andU2 differently in order
to obtain another speed limit that depends on themaximum strength of the control field. A linear combination
of both bounds yields the desired result (2) from the introduction. Evaluating (4) for the Frobenius norm
=  { }†A A Atr , which is used throughout this work, we find

-
 
( [ { ( ) }])
( )
†Rd U T U
H
T
2 tr
5
g2
0
and since  f få á ñ=[ { ( ) }] ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣† ( ) ( )R U T U Utr G jd jc g jc2 1 with f ñ ={∣ }( )jc jd 1being the eigenbasis ofHc, we further
conclude

å f f- á ñ=
 
( ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣)
( )
( ) ( )d U
H
T
2
. 6
j
d
j
c
g j
c
1
0
Similar to the lower bounds that were obtained in [15–17], the above inequality is a lower bound for the least
time needed to implement a given target unitary gate. Henceforth, we refer to this time as theminimumgate
time. The speedwithwhich a desired given unitary can be implemented is inherently limited by the speedwith
which the propagatorU(t) evolves under the free evolution alone. Unless onewants to implement a gate that can
be reached by the control andHc alone, which can be done instantaneously if we assume that the amplitude of
the control field is unconstrained, the strength of the drift Hamiltonian sets an ‘intrinsic’ limit on how fast we
can reach the desired target. However, typically the amplitude of the control field is limited in any experimental
situation, and therefore a practical lower bound forTmust also depend on the highest control field amplitude
fmax. Analogous to the derivation of (6), but nowwith =H H2 0, this can be established by using
ò    ( ) ∣ ∣f t H t T f HdT c c0 max .We find

å f f- á ñ=
 
( ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣)
∣
( )
( ) ( )
∣
d U
f H
T
2
, 7
j
d
j g j
c
1
0 0
max
where f ñ ={∣ }( )j jd0 1 is the eigenbasis ofH0. Conversely to (6), the bound (7) represents a speed limit that is
enforced by limitations of the control field (extrinsic), rather than intrinsic limitations given by the strength of
the driftHamiltonian.We postpone the discussion about the distinction between extrinsic and intrinsic speed
limits to section 3.2 and proceed by defining
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å f fº - á ñ=( ) ( ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣) ( )
( ) ( )
C U H
d U
,
2
2
, 8g c
j
d
j
c
g j
c
1
å f fº - á ñ=( ) ( ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣) ( )
( ) ( )
C U H
d U
,
2
2
. 9g
j
d
j g j
0
1
0 0
From (6) and (7)we thenfind +   ( ) ( ) (∣ ∣ )C U H H C U H f H T2 , 2 , 2g c g c0 0 max . As such, the lower bound
from the introduction (2) is obtained by linearly combining (6) and (7).We note that each termof the left-hand
side of (2) is weighted in a differentmanner by the target operation. As described in [48], there aremanyways to
combine two ormore speed limit formulas to create novel ones. As in [49], simply taking themaximumof (6)
and (7) yields     { ( ) ( ) (∣ ∣ )}T C U H H C U H f Hmax 2 , , 2 ,g c g c0 0 max . Anothermethod is to take convex
combinations, which is done in this work using an equal weighting. The authors have not as of yet determined
the combination that produces the tightest bound.However, the numerical simulations in section 2.2 suggest
that this choice is worth investigation andmoreover, it is conjectured in section 3.1 that speed limits for the
control system (1) generally should be of this form. To summarize, the inequality (2) can be considered as a
necessary conditionwhichmust be satisfied by   H H f, ,c0 max andT in order to implement some ÎUg .
2.1. Characterization of the reachable set
Since the lower bound (2) depends on the target unitary transformationUg, it reveals some information about
the set of gates T , which provably cannot be reached for a given evolution timeT. For instance, consider the
simplified case of implementing a gate that can be reached by the controlHamiltonian alone, i.e.
a= -( ( ) )U T Hexp ig c . This yields =( )C U H, 0g c . Here the drift Hamiltonian is not required to reach the target
evolution.However, if the control field is not sufficiently large the gate cannot be implemented.
2.1.1. Single qubit case
In order to studymore complex cases requiring an interplay between the drift and the controlHamiltonian, we
consider a single qubit described by theHamiltonian
s s= W +( ) ( ) ( )H t f t , 10x z
where sj, with =j x y z, , , are the Paulimatrices.We remark that the reachable set of a single qubit subject to
two independent control fields was recently analyzed in great detail [42, 43]. The system is fully controllable
hence every Î ( )U SU 2g can be implemented.We can parameterize a a g b= ( ) ( ) ( )U R R Rg z y z with the three
angles    a p b p g p< <0 2 , 0 4 , 0 where a s= - a( ) ( )R exp iz z2 and g s= -
g( ) ( )R exp iy y2 are
rotations around sz and sy respectively such that a b g=( ) ( )C U C , ,g . For an unconstrained control field, the
time required to implement some Î ( )U SU 2g can be calculated exactly [30]using the Euler angle decomposition
above. This calculation shows that theminimum time is determined byΩ.With the established bound (2), we
can nowproceedwith analyzing the effect of a constrained control field amplitude. For b = 0, i.e when every
state can be reached from an initial eigenstate of sz , the lower bound takes the form

g a g-
W +
-( ( ))
∣ ∣
( ) ( )
∣ ∣
( )
f
T
2 2cos 2
4
3 cos cos
4
. 11
max
Figure 1(a) shows the set of states, parametrized through γ andα, that do not satisfy (11) (gray area) for afixed
evolution timeT=0.53 and W = =f 1max , hence these states cannot be reached. Thewhite area contains all
states that do satisfy (11), nonetheless, this does not reveal whether they are reachable or not. This question is
related to the tightness of the bound (11), whichwill be analyzed in the next section 2.2.
Away to studywhich gates are provably not reachable as a function ofT for a given W f, max is to consider the
volume of the set T . For ( )SU 2 , themeasure such that the volume of the entire group is one, is given by
g g a b= p ( )Vd sin d d d
1
16 2
. As such, for a single qubit the volume ( )V T can be calculated as

òp g g a b= S( ) ( ) ( )( )V 116 sin d d d , 12T 2 T
where
 a b g a b g s a b g sS = W +
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎧
⎨
⎩
⎫
⎬
⎭
( ) ( ) ( )
∣ ∣
( )
∣ ∣
( )C C
f
T, ,
, , ,
2
, , ,
2
, 13T
z x
max
is the integration region. Infigure 1(b)we numerically integrated (12) for different valuesT. The solid black line
shows the case where W = =f 1max and the dashed lines (dashed-dotted lines) show the cases whereW <∣ ∣ ∣ ∣fmax (W >∣ ∣ ∣ ∣fmax )with =f 1max .
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2.1.2. The time required to implement all gates
Fromfigure 1we observe that when the evolution time becomes larger the number of gates that proveably cannot
be implemented becomesmonotonically smaller. It is known (theorems 1 and 3 [7], which lead to the result in
[50]) that for a fully controllable system there exist a timeTc for which all gates can be implemented. In order to
establish a lower bound forTcwe seek the gate for which ( )C U H,g 0 and ( )C U H,g c becomemaximal. In the
single qubit case (10) this can be achieved simply through s=Ug y. Unfortunately, unlessH0 andHc have
eigenbasis which aremutually unbiased [51],findingmaximizingUg in general remains an open problem.
However, for a fully controllable qubit system there always exists aUg (see appendix B for further details) for
which [ { }]† ( )R U U dtr 2g i with i=1, 2where a= -( ( ) )( )U T Hexp i c c1 and = -( )( )U T Hexp i c2 0 .With
  ∣ ∣H d E0 0 and   ∣ ∣H d Ec c , where E0 andEc are the highest eigenvalue ofH0 andHc respectively, we
thus have
+
∣ ∣ ∣ ∣
( )
E f E
T
1
2
1
2
. 14
c
c
0 max
For E E, ,c0 and fmax determined by the quantum system and experimental control limitations, respectively, the
bound (14) determines how at leastmuch time is in order to be able to implement all gates. In particular, an
obstacle to fully controlling the systemon a implementable time scale arises when the normofH0 decreases with
an increase of the dimension of the system, or, when fmax is not sufficiently large.
In order to be able to implement all gates, E E, c0 and fmax must be given in such away thatTcdoes not reach
an order withinwhich other effects, such as decoherence, cannot be neglected. Denoting byTDec the typical
decoherence time scale, +- -∣ ∣ ∣ ∣E f E T2 2 c0 1 max 1 Dec needs to be satisfied in order to be able to implement all
gates.We note here that this is a heuristic argument rather than a rigorous conclusion as the application of
control fields can substantially change the effect of the environment [52]. For example, in the extreme case of an
infinitely fast decoupling sequence the effect of the environment can be completely suppressed for a large class of
system-environment interactions [53, 54]. In such away coherence times can be significantly prolonged [55].
Opposingly, as shown in [56–58], sometimes the environment and noise that is caused by it are beneficial, even
turning the system into a fully controllable one [58]. A detailed and rigorous analysis, including the interaction
with an environment, is beyond the scope of this work andwill be the subject of future studies.
2.2. Tightness of the bound andPareto optimal control
Asmentioned in the introduction, the aimof optimal control theory is tofind a pulse thatmaximizes or
minimizes a given cost functional. For the implementation of a target unitary gateUg this is typically done by
minimizing the infidelity
Figure 1.Characterization of the gates that proveably cannot be reached for a single qubit described by the control system (10). Based
on (11), (a) shows the set of states that cannot be reached (gray area) from an initial eigenstate of sz for an evolution timeT=0.52 and
W = =f 1max . Figure (b) shows the volume of gates ((12) and (13)) that cannot be reached as a function of the evolution timeT. The
ratio ÎW { }∣ ∣∣ ∣ 10, 2, 1, 0.5, 0.25fmax was chosen from left to right in decreasing order, whereas the solid black line representsW = =f 1max .
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 = - { ( )} ( )†
d
U U T1
1
tr , 15g
2
using a gradient based search [11–14], such as theGRAPE algorithm [11]. In order to study the tightness of the
bounds (2) and (6)we employ in this section numericalminimization of the infidelity ò using theGRAPE
algorithm in theQuTip control package [59, 60].We begin by analyzing the bound (6), i.e., the case inwhich the
control field amplitude is not constrained such that the speed limits only arise from the limited strength of the
drift Hamiltonian.We study the single qubit example from the previous section for a target evolution s=Ug y
and anN-level systemwhich is known to be fully controllable [61]. The drift Hamiltonian reads
= å ñá + +=- (∣ ∣ )H J j j 1 h.c.jN0 11 where control is exerted trough = ñá∣ ∣H 1 1c and as a target evolutionwe
consider the SWAPgate p= - ñá + ñá( (∣ ∣ ∣ ∣))U N Nexp i 2 1 1g .
Infigure 2(a)we show theminimumgate time as a function of the normof the drift Hamiltonian, where the
inset plot shows theN-level systemwithN=4 levels andH0 was normalized in such away that = H J0 . In
both cases the gray curves represent the lower bound (6) and the numerically estimated values for theminimum
gates times (black diamonds)were obtained byminimizing ò for different values of the total evolution timeT
until a threshold of  < -10 7 is reached. Asmentioned in the previous section, for the single qubit control
system (10)with an unbounded control field amplitude theminimumgate timeT* can be calculated exactly
[30], yielding forUg from above * = pW∣ ∣T 2 (blue curve infigure 2(a)).We emphasize that the numerically
obtained values are themselves only an upper bound since the convergence of the optimization algorithm
depends on the initial trial pulse, whichwas chosen randomly in all cases. Nevertheless, from figure 2(a)we
conclude that, remarkably, the lower bound (6) is tight for the single qubit control system.Unfortunately, as
indicated by the inset infigure 2(a), this is less satisfactory when the dimension of the quantum system increases.
Besidesminimizing ò, sometimes there are additional constraints onemust take into account. For instance,
onewants tofind the optimal control pulses thatminimize ò, while keeping the length of the pulses as short as
possible and additionally using the least amount of energy. Such amulti-objective optimization is known as
Pareto optimal control [62–64]. Typically one seeks to identify non-dominated solutions, and it is generally not
possible to achieve fully optimal solutions thatmaximize all objectives [64].We consider here the situation
wherewe (i.e.,  = 0)want to perfectly implement someUg in the shortest possible timeTwhile simultaneously
constraining the highest control field amplitude fmax asmuch as possible. Clearly, there is a trade off between the
three objectives,meaning thatwe losefidelity whenwe constrain either the control field or the evolution time
toomuch. A general question is howmuchwe can reduce the length and the highest amplitude of the pulse,
while still being able to implementUg. Rearrangement of (2) yields
Figure 2.Numerical gate optimization of the infidelity ò given by (15) to study the tightness of the bounds (2) (gray curves) and (6)
(black curve) shown in (a) and (b) respectively. (a)Minimumgate time as a function of the strengthΩ and J of the drift Hamiltonian on
a logarithmic scale for the single qubit control system (10)with a target evolution s=Ug y and (inset plot) aN-level system (details can
be found in themain text)withN=4 levels and a SWAP gate as a target evolution. The diamonds show the numerically obtained
values and in the single qubit case the exact value of theminimumgate time (blue curve) is given by * = pW∣ ∣T 2 . (b)Numerical gate
optimization of the infidelity for different values of the evolution timeT and the highest permitted control field amplitude fmax
evaluated for a single qubit (10)with s=Ug y and W = 1. The colormap shows the infidelity, where in the orange region,  < -10 10 is
achieved.
6
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-    ∣ ∣
( ) ( ) ( )T
f
C U H
H
C U H
H
1 , ,
, 16
g
c
g c
max
0
0
which defines a region that characterizes howmuchT and fmax can beminimizedwhile still begin able to
implement someUg. Clearly, the inequality (16) is a lower bound for theminimization overT and fmax, whereas
the actual smallest values for which the infidelity ò is still zeromight be larger. In the followingwe therefore want
to analyze the tightness of the lower bound (16). Again, we resort to numerical gate optimization of the infidelity
ò, but now for different values ofT and fmax.We focus on a single qubit described though the control system (10)
with W = 1. As a target evolutionwe again take s=Ug y, which yields - ( ∣ ∣) ( )T f1 2 1 2max . The results
are shown infigure 2(b)wherein the black curve represents the lower bound and the orange area represents the
achievement of infidelities of  < -10 10. The points that seem to break the continuity in the orange region are
numerical artifacts, which can be removed by additionallyminimizing over different initial pulses. From
figure 2(b)we observe that the bound (16) is tight too for the single qubit control system, but, as before, similar
simulations for higher dimensional systems indicate that tightness is lost.
3.Discussion
The bound (2) has been shown to be an excellent approximation to the numerically obtained values in the case of
a single qubit system.However, for higher dimensional systems, the bound becomes diminishingly tight. In the
followingwewant to discuss the reasons that this appears to be the case and away forward to obtain tighter
bounds for higher dimensional systems.Moreover, wemake the distinction between two types of bounds for the
minimumgate time, towhichwe refer as intrinsic and extrinsic. They arise from limitations of the drift or the
controlHamiltonian (intrinsic) or some limited control resources (extrinsic), such as constrained control fields.
3.1. Tightness
The bound (2) can be considered as a first order approximation to the trueminimumgate times. The
approximating step can be traced back to the use of the triangle inequality in the derivation of (4) (see
appendix A, equation (A.3)). In this step higher order commutator expressions contributing to the trajectory of
the unitary propagatorU(t) are disregarded. By observing the nature of the terms in (2), we see that while H0
(or Hc ) and the eigenbasis ofHc (H0) both appear, the normof the commutator [ ]H Hi , i c0 does not appear.
Furthermore, all additional commutator terms of iH0 and iHc are also absent. For controllable systems, the set of
all such nested commutator expressions [47]must generate thewhole algebra ( )u d . For a visual example of the
way inwhich such bracket expressions appear, see the ‘Lie tree’ diagrams in [34]. As such, a critical part of the
dynamics of a system evolution is disregarded by any bound onminimumgate times (or any otherQSL formula
used in quantum control)which does not take these additional commutator terms, that is the structure of the
underlying dynamical Lie algebra, into account. In the samework numerical gate optimization suggests that the
minimumgate time for a specificmodel scales exponentially with the number of qubits. As the dimension of a
system rises, the nested commutator depth required to span the full algebra ( )u d grows [34, 46]. The authors
conjecture that tighter bounds onminimumgate times in terms ofmaximumcontrol field amplitudes can be
obtained by incorporating higher order terms of nested commutator expressions. As such, the authors anticipate
the possibility of establishing tighter bounds of the form
+
^
   ∣ ∣ ( )
L
H
L
f H
T , 17
c0 max
where L and ^L are two contributions to the length of the time optimal trajectory connecting =( )U 0 and
=( )U T Ug . In [31, 32] it was shown that the group is covered (formally, foliated) by a family of subsets, known
as cosets, which play a crucial role in characterizing the time optimal trajectories in systemswith unbounded
controls. These subsets are related to the unitary operations corresponding to the controlHamiltonians alone;
evolutions of arbitrarily high speed are possible within these sets using the controls alone, provided that the
controls are unconstrained.Moreover, the total length of any time optimal trajectory splits into two
contributions. Firstly, ^L , the length of the trajectory between the cosets (i.e., orthogonal to each coset) and
secondly, L, the length of the trajectorywithin cosets. The speed at which a time optimal trajectory can be
traversed also splits into two parts, namely H0 , the speed between cosets and, the speed of the evolutionwithin
cosets. For a constrained control field this speed is bounded by  ∣ ∣f Hcmax . Hence tighter bounds than (2) are
expected to be still of the form (17).
3.2. Intrinsic and extrinsic speed limits
Manyworks have recently focused on determiningminimumgate times, or quantum speed limits.We
emphasize here two clear types of boundswhich are in regular use, butwhich have not yet been clearly delineated
or contrasted.Wefirst want to distinguish quantum control systemswhich are fully controllable only in the
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presence of a drift term (i.e.,mathematically removing the drift would cause the system to no longer be fully
controllable) from those systems for which this is not the case. Systems of the latter class are known as strongly
controllable [46], i.e. they are fully controllable with controls alone regardless of the presence or absence of any
drift term. In the case of controllable, but not strongly controllable systems, there is an intrinsic quantum speed
limit. This is to say, theminimumgate time (over all control fields without any constraints) ultimately has its
physical origin in the fact that the implementation of the gate requires exploiting the drift termwhich is not
directly under control, and is bounded in strength. These speed limits are of the form > ( )T F H H U, ,c g0 . This
situation is to be contrastedwith systems having a constrained control field f (t), for which the bound on the
minimum time arises as a consequence of limitations of the control field, such as bounded amplitude, limited
bandwidths, power and energy constraints. These bounds are of the form > ( )T F H H U, , ,c g0 where  is the
set of admissible controls, and are extrinsic, in the sense that they arise not only from limitations on the system
Hamiltonian itself, but also from constraints on the control fields. Typically quantum speed limits in the
literature are of the former type since they are not formulatedwithin context of quantum control theory [15, 16,
18–20].We remark that, contrastingly, every constraint on the overall HamiltonianH(t) of a controlled
quantum systempotentially yields a speed limit [17]. However, the latter type of limit remains insufficiently
investigated, despite being of critical importance for practical applications of quantum control. The distinction
between intrinsic and extrinsic limits identifies two significantly different types of actionable information in a
quantum control scenario. The extrinsic case indicates when constrained control fields are the limiting factor,
whereas the intrinsic limit indicates a physical boundarywhich cannot be crossed for a given quantum systemno
matter what type of control is employed.
The bound derived in this work (2) is of both the intrinsic and extrinsic type. In the limit  ¥∣ ∣fmax , the
bound furnishes information purely about the intrinsic speed limit of a given system as the term containing fmax
vanishes. Additionally, in the limit that the term corresponding to the controlHamiltonian goes to zero only the
termdepending on the driftHamiltonian persists, and thus the remaining term represents the intrinsic limit.
4. Conclusions and outlook
Wehave derived a lower bound for the time required to implement a unitary gate through a classical control
field. The bound (2) depends on the strength of the drift and the controlHamiltonian, the highest permitted
control field amplitude and the target gate onewants to implement. The derived bound can be considered as an
extrinsic quantum speed limit since theminimum time to implement a target unitary gate is limited by the
maximumcontrol field amplitude and the strength of the internalHamiltonian.However, if we allow the
control field to be unconstrained, the bound yields an intrinsic quantum speed limit that cannot be crossed,
since the speed of the evolution is limited by the normof the drift Hamiltonian.
The results in this work are a step towards characterizing the reachable set of gates given a certain evolution
time, and thus further establishing a bound on theminimum timeTcneeded to implement all gates.We have
provided a criterion for assessing the timeTc at which all gates are reachable in a given system. This observation
has implications for the control landscape [65] of the same quantum systems, since the the non-existence of
traps (localminima/maxima of the objective functional considered as a function of control(s)) crucially depends
on the assumption that the evolution time is sufficiently long to be able to implement all gates (see [66] and
references therein).Moreover, using numerical gate optimization, we found that the derived bound is
remarkably tight for a single qubit control system; unfortunately this is no longer the case for higher dimensional
systems.We argued that this behavior originates from the underlying structure of the dynamical Lie algebra of
the control system, particularly the norms of nested commutators and their relation to the desired gate.
Furthermore, the interplay between smallmatrix elements in the drift Hamiltonian andminimumgate times
alsowarrants further investigation.
In this work, andmany other works on the quantum speed limit, it is assumed that the time being sought is
theminimum time to perfectly implement a specific desired unitary operationUg, i.e., that the task of interest is
tofind a pulsewhich solves =( )U T Ug . However, if some error is allowed in the implementation of a gate, does
the correspondingminimumgate time defer radically? The authors conjecture that this is the case for gates
within a small neighborhood of any given fast gates, i.e., gates which can be implemented by the controls alone.
Furthermore, recently it has been shown that simple analytically obtained pulses can lead to highfidelity gates
 » 0.01 [67, 68]. Further numerical control optimization yields yet higherfidelities at the cost of requiring
significantly higher frequency components within the numerically optimized pulse [68]. It would be favorable to
obtain criteria characterizing the set of gates for which ‘simple’ pulses exist and further to understand the highest
frequency required in a pulse to implement a gate perfectly.
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AppendixA.Derivation of the inequality (4)
Herewe verify the inequality (4) from themain text based on thework in [36], which is valid for any unitarily
invariantmatrix norm, i.e. =   VAU A withV U, being unitary. Consider
= + -
= -
( ( ) ( )) ( )( ( )) ( ) ( )( ( )) ( )
( )( ( ) ( )) ( ) ( )
† † †
†
t
U t U t U t H t U t U t H t U t
U t H t H t U t
d
d
i i
i , A.1
1 2 1 1 2 1 2 2
1 1 2 2
such that with = =( ) ( )U U0 01 2 integrating yields
 ò- = - ¢ ¢ - ¢ ¢ ¢( ) ( ) ( ( )( ( ) ( )) ( )) ( )† †U t U t U t H t H t U t ti d . A.2t1 2
0
1 1 2 2
Wenote that for any unitarily invariant normwehave - = -   ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )†U t U t U t U t2 1 1 2 . Using the triangle
inequality and unitary invariance again,

ò
ò
ò
- = - ¢ ¢ - ¢ ¢ ¢
¢ ¢ - ¢ ¢ ¢
= ¢ - ¢ ¢
 
 
 
( ) ( ) ( ( )( ( ) ( )) ( ))
( )( ( ) ( )) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
†
†
U t U t U t H t H t U t t
U t H t H t U t t
H t H t t
i d
d
d , A.3
t
t
t
1 2
0
1 1 2 2
0
1 1 2 2
0
1 2
wehence arrive at the desired result (4).
Appendix B.Derivation of the lower bound (14)
In order to derive the lower bound (14) for the timeTc at which all gates become reachable we first show that
there always exist a Î ( )U dUg with d being even forwhich
 =[ { }] ( )† ( )R U U d itr
2
, 1, 2, B.1g
i
holds where ( )U i is the unitary evolution generated by the drift and the controlHamiltonian respectively at the
timeTc. Using the eigenbasis j ñ ={∣ }j jd 1ofUgwith eigenvalues l-( )exp i j respectively the left hand side can be
rewritten as
å ål f j j l f j j= + á ñ + + á ñ
= 
[ { }] ( )∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ( )∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ( )† ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )R U U U d Utr cos
2
cos , B.2g
i
j
d
j j
i
j
i
j
j
j j
i
j
i
j
1 even odd
where j j j já ñ = á ñf∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣( ) ( )( )U Uej i j j i jj
i
was used.We observe that lj can always be chosen in such away that the
sumof the right hand side becomes zero. For example take l f= - + p( )j j1 2 for j even and l f= - +
p( )
j j
2
2
for j
odd. Thus, for any target evolutionUg constructed in this way, inequality (B.1) holds. Now, for a fully
controllable system there always exists a control pulse such that for the timeTc the gateUg from above is
implemented. Applying (4), we thus have
  
  ò
-
-
   
   
∣ ∣
( ) ∣ ∣ ( )
( )
( )
d U U T H T d E
d U U f t H t T d f E
,
d , B.3
g c c
g
T
c c c
2
0 0
1
0
max
c
where E0 andEc are the highest eigenvalues ofH0 andHc, respectively. Combining the bounds from abovewe
hencefind
+
∣ ∣ ∣ ∣
( )
E f E
T
1
2
1
2
. B.4
c
c
0 max
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